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Chapter 851: Cogito ergo sum 

The ancients have a cloud, I think, therefore I am. 

It means to achieve eternal life with the power of aspiration. Even if you die, you can be reborn as long 

as you are thinking of it. 

Living beings fear me, fear me, love me...Any emotions will turn into incense and aspirations, and 

gradually gather for the main purpose. 

The horror will gradually manifest after reaching the realm of Emperor Wu, possessing the universe of 

life, and becoming the master of the world! 

Of course, the side-effects of Yuanli are also extremely difficult. 

May the power is gathered by the thoughts of sentient beings, it has infinite possibilities in itself, but its 

essence cannot be ignored. 

Its essence is chaotic, disorderly, and elusive. 

Immortality achieved by means of ‘I think, therefore I am’ is not true immortality. 

The thoughts of sentient beings are like chaos, which will obliterate the mind of the immortal person, 

causing him to lose himself, and gradually become the real existence in the mind of sentient beings. 

Even the power of willingness, which is completely transformed by positive emotions, is too complicated 

and it is impossible to escape the inferiority. 

"This is a terrifying double-edged sword!" 

Su Lang sighed, but his expression was still excited. 

In any case, Yuanli has everything possible... 

After finishing the functions of the four powers of rules, Su Lang opened his attribute panel. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: quasi cents 

[Attack level]: Five Tribulations Wuxian 

[Defensive Level]: Wuxian of Five Tribulations 

[Shenfa level]: Five Tribulations Wuxian 

[Endurance Level]: Four Tribulations Wuxian 
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[Spirit Level]: Realm of Sunshine 

[Mastering the exercises]: The Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Fas into One: Unnamed" (Xian-level, 

founding)n𝔬𝓥𝔢.𝓁𝐁(In 

[Activated system functions]: one-key practice function (level 31), one-key martial arts function (level 

31), clone dispatch function (level 30), one-key treasure hunt function (level 30), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key initiation function (level 10), one-key decomposition function (no 

level) 

"Is the technique still immortal?" 

"Would you like to name it? Forget it." 

"The increase in combat power is pretty good, one and a half small realm, almost ascending to the next 

level." 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, then set his gaze on "The Immortal Code of Immortality". 

At the beginning, he chose this exercise method because he wanted to try to see if he could improve his 

aptitude. 

At this point, after the exercises were finished, he was about to try. 

"Dare to use the name "Taichu", don't let me down." 

Su Lang showed expectation, then closed his eyes, and started to operate this immortal level technique. 

however. 

One hour passed. 

"Pooh!" 

"Lying on the peat." 

"It's useless at all. It's a good idea to improve your qualifications!" 

Su Lang couldn't help standing up and spitting, because his muddy body aptitude had not improved at 

all. 

It really doesn't move, there is no sign of improvement! 

Su Lang was almost out of anger. 

After a long time, he comforted himself, saying: "Even the immortal-level exercises can't improve my 

aptitude. It seems that my aptitude must be very, very extraordinary. Maybe it's better than 

unparalleled, but it's just not reflected. " 

Thinking like this in his heart, Su Lang himself didn't believe it. 

Quan should comfort myself... 



With a little disappointment, Su Lang looked at "Burning Soul and Solitary Lamp Jue". 

The Burning Soul and Solitary Lamp Jue is a fairy-level practice involving the origin of the soul. It was 

obtained from Xiao Lutian and has a long history. 

Its awesomeness lies in the ability to ‘burn soul’ to enhance the soul’s origin. 

The origin of the soul is something that Su Lang has come into contact with so far. 

They are all means to consume soul origin. 

But apart from this burning soul, Su Lang had never heard of the means to enhance the soul's origin. 

This shows that this method is really rare, and the benefits are huge. 

However, the cost of using the'Burning Soul' is also very scary, and the spiritual power will directly drop 

to a large realm. 

This is really too difficult for other warriors to bear. 

But for Su Lang, the spiritual power of a great realm will soon be replenished after a sleep! 

This is not an exaggeration. 

Su Lang's one-key training speed is so fast that it only takes ten hours to accumulate the spiritual power 

from the realm of Sunshine to the realm of Kongni! 

Chapter 852: Burn the soul! 

At this moment. 

His spiritual power has been accumulated, and he is waiting to burn his soul! 

"It's a little scary to see the introduction of the exercises." 

Su Lang swallowed. He knew that Burning Soul must be so painful, the kind that hurts the soul! 

However, he had already decided. 

After hesitating for a while, Su Lang closed his eyes resolutely, and launched the'soul burning' method! 

Suddenly, it seemed as if an invisible flame rose out of thin air from the sea of consciousness, burning 

the billions of silk ribbons hanging in the void, and marching madly toward the ‘sunshine’. 

In an instant, Xiri was burned, and the surface showed a melting state. 

And Su Lang himself made the first scream after coming to this world! 

Can't help it at all! ! 

It's so painful! 

Fortunately, the rooms are separated by formations, otherwise Su Lang's screams might spread 

throughout the land of the Three Saints... 
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Time just disappeared little by little. 

Two hours later. 

Su Lang was already limp on the ground, his clothes soaked in sweat. 

His complexion was very gray, his eyes were very loose, he looked like he was seriously injured. 

However, Su Lang did not faint anyhow. 

He got up from the ground, sat cross-legged on the futon, and began to see the sea inside. 

I saw sparse golden silk ribbons hanging in the void in the broad sea of knowledge, just condensing. 

The ‘sunny sun’ shining on the sea of consciousness directly becomes the ‘luminous moon’, with pits and 

craters on the surface, which is dark and unclear. 

It really dropped to a big realm directly! 

"Fortunately, I have a key practice." 

"The spiritual realm will be restored to the sun in a few hours." 

Su Lang took out some mental power pills, and immediately stopped caring about the sea. 

He took out more than two hundred immortal-level exercises, and while selecting the seven exercises to 

be practiced next, he divided them into categories. Ten books and ten were put together to prepare the 

emperor-level exercises. 

"In terms of rules, the rules I now understand have become more and more perfect." 

"The rules that have not been understood are mostly derivative rules or unpopular rules that seem to be 

of little use." 

"These rules, I only need to practice some synthetic holy-level exercises to understand them, and there 

is no need to specifically select the fairy-level exercises corresponding to the rules." 

"The immortal level technique chosen this time should be focused on improving combat power." 

Su Lang pondered, and then chose seven immortal swordsmanship. 

This is a complete set of fairy-level swordsmanship collected by Honglian, one fairy-level 

swordsmanship, only one move, seven exercises, only seven moves, very rare! 

The names are "Broken Life and Death", "Broken Yin and Yang", "Broken Five Elements", "Broken Sun 

and Moon", "Broken Heaven and Earth", "Broken Void", "Broken God Form" 

These seven swords can be called breaking ten thousand magic with swords, and even have a hint of 

emperor-level exercises. 

The first three swords dealt with the rules of life and death, yin and yang, the five elements, and its 

subsidiary rules. Just breaking the five elements will be able to do nothing. 

The last four swords, swords and swords are all big kills. 



Breaking the sun and the moon is almost a long-range attack, and even the sun and the moon can be cut 

down with one sword. 

Breaking the world, it is a large-scale coverage attack, and it can be practiced to the extreme, or it can 

destroy a small world with one sword. 

Breaking through the void, specializing in the inner boundary of Wu Shengwuxian, invisible and without 

a trace, with a point of breaking the surface, practicing to the extreme, even the life and universe of 

Emperor Wu can pose a threat. 

Breaking the form of the gods, slashing the body and soul directly, the strongest single attack, a sword 

will destroy the gods! 

"Originally I planned to use the source of the exercise technique to deduce my own moves." 

"But with these seven immortal level exercises, the deduction of moves has to be postponed again." 

"I don't know how far the seven swords can be if they are fused and cast. I guess, I'm afraid it is an 

emperor!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, showing some expectation. 

Immediately after. 

He placed these seven exercises on the Wushu villain, and then his eyes on the two hundred immortal-

level exercises. 

"It's time to synthesize an emperor rank technique." 

Su Lang put the different types of exercises in front of him, a total of twenty-three piles, each with ten 

books. 

"System, start gong method synthesis!" 

Su Lang picked up ten of them and issued instructions. 

Chapter 853: Mingguang Wanjie Emperor Jing 

"Ding! After the synthesis is completed, you will get the Emperor-level exercise "Zhenyu Emperor Jing"!" 

With the appearance of the system prompt, a stubborn stone appeared in Su Lang's hands. 

This stubborn stone does not seem to be any different from the ordinary stone on the side of the road. 

But this is the original technique of "Zhenyu Emperor Jing"! 

The seemingly ordinary stone, every particle on it, every stripe road, contains endless truths of laws. 

It is the rule of the road that returns to the basics and completely manifests in front of you. 

And the rule road that this exercise directly refers to is the road of power, just like the "Emperor Phase 

Without Beginning Sutra". 

However, the two are somewhat different. 
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"Di Xiang Wu Shi Jing" is completely biased towards offense, while "Zhen Yu Emperor Jing" is biased 

towards defense, which is a technique that can be attacked and defended. 

The idea of his practice is to ‘use force to control the universe, let him attack and not move. ’ 

"Simply put, it is an emperor-level technique that tends to increase defense power." 

Su Lang nodded silently, this fourth emperor-level exercise technique is a good exercise technique. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang put the original exercises of "Zhenyu Emperor Jing" into the storage space, then took ten 

exercises and continued to synthesize. 

Not long. 

The remaining twenty-two emperor-level exercises were also synthesized. 

Basically, they are all three types of emperor-level exercises of strength, five elements, and wind and 

thunder. 

However, Su Lang had been carefully classified, so he finally got a very special exercise. 

This book is called "Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms Emperor Jing", which is a double avenue exercise 

method, pointing directly to the avenue of light and the avenue of radiation. 

The technique originally looked like a bright white pearl. 

Its light is soft and not dazzling, and it is like holding a warm light bulb in your hand. 

Su Lang pondered this exercise carefully, and immediately discovered its horror! 

This Double Dao exercise has two forms, which can be divided into positive and negative. 

Once the frontal form is unfolded, infinite rays of light will be emitted, containing strange radiation 

energy, covering a huge area. 

All creatures that are shrouded will be given a positive state, and they will feel comfortable and multiply 

their combat power, which can speed up the healing of their injuries. 

But this frontal form is not only a positive state for friendly forces, it can also be used on enemies. 

Once the enemy is irradiated by that light, he will feel very comfortable, full of energy, and his combat 

power will increase sharply. 

However, if things go on like this, people who are not determined will involuntarily reverence, give up 

struggle, lay down their weapons, and worship the ground. 

This is a weird ‘hypnosis’ or ‘assimilation’ ability! 

It seems to be good for the other party, but in fact it has assimilated the other party as his own! 

This ability is simply against the sky! 

The negative forms of the exercises are somewhat abnormal and cruelly distorted. 



Once the practitioner casts it, it will immediately undergo a terrifying mutation, and may become three-

headed and six-armed, or it may be like a ghost, or even a human form. 

Not only the appearance will change, but the inner mind will also be affected, becoming extremely 

frenzied and almost irrational. 

In short, if you develop a negative form, you will become ugly from the inside out. 

But the benefits are also super awesome. 

After unfolding the negative form, depending on the extent of the unfolding of the form, the combat 

power can be increased by ten times a hundred times, and you can master a tyrannical "radiation fire"! 

This kind of radiant fire is also invisible and innocent, penetrating against the sky, and can almost ignore 

the enemy's magic defense. 

Once the enemy is burned by the radiation fire, it will not only be injured, but will also become as ugly 

as the person who uses it with unbearable pain. 

Moreover, the enemy will not increase its combat power, but will be greatly weakened, and will even 

drop from a large state to a large state. In that way, it is almost the same as being dead. 

"This exercise is really awesome, the Shuang Dao exercise is better than the previous four!" 

Su Lang looked at the luminous beads in his hand, his eyes flashed with excitement. 

Suddenly, his expression changed, as if thinking of something. 

Chapter 854: It's incredible 

"The frontal form, radiating thousands of miles, makes the creatures put down their weapons, kneel on 

the ground, and enjoy the light... 

Hiss, how is this so similar to the legendary land of Buddha! " 

"In the legend, those Buddhas with great powers, don't they just go where they go, where are the pure 

land, the land of Buddha? 

All creatures will no longer fight, live in peace, and worship the Buddha fanatically and worship! " 

"There are also negative forms, with three heads and six arms, strange shapes and evil spirits, which are 

very similar to the legendary Buddhas." 

"Moreover, there is a'radiation fire', which is invisible and innocent, making people extremely painful, 

but it only weakens its combat power and does not damage its life! 

Just keep him struggling in pain. Isn't this similar to the legendary ‘karma fire’? 

Those great evil spirits, don't they just want to fall into the **** of karma and suffer forever forever? " 

"Road of Radiation, is it the root of ancient Buddhism? Radiation and Buddha can actually be linked 

together!?" 
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"This sounds nonsense, but when you think about it, radiation has a terrifying function, which is to 

induce mutation!" 

"Positive induction can make plants taller and more luxuriant, and when used on animals, it also has a 

positive effect. Isn't this the positive form of the Mingguang Myriad Realms?" 

"On the other hand, the negative form is to lead the mutation toward the negative. Those three heads 

and six arms, with black bumps on the top of the head, and even blue-faced fangs, don't they look like 

malignant mutations?" 

"I cross, this makes sense, it's incredible." 

The more Su Lang thought, his eyes widened and he looked incredible. 

However, he quickly came across! 

"The Blue Star is the core fragment of the Infinite Realm. This is the real fragment of the transcendent 

world. Those ancient myths are probably true!" 

"It's just that the blue star separated as fragments, the spiritual energy declined, the path of cultivation 

was cut off, and those ancient legends were regarded as false myths!" 

"The legendary Buddha is probably a real existence on the land of the Boundless Realm, and has the 

power to become an emperor on the radiant road!" 

Su Lang stared at the sky, and suddenly became very interested in the unreachable boundless world. 

Next. 

Put away the "Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms Emperor Jing" carefully. 

Su Lang suppressed the excitement in his heart and began to refine the remaining three pieces of the 

"Sky Series" quasi-imperial soldiers. 

With the experience of refining'Xiaohai' and'Xiaoyan', Su Lang's refining speed has become faster. 

Not long. 

The third quasi-imperial soldier, the Sky Forest is officially born! 

Its external appearance is the same as Xiaohai Xiaoyan, with twelve stems in a regular snowflake shape. 

However, its color is apple green. 

The spirit of the Sky Forest quickly jumped out, the same crystal bun appearance, as always, a little 

mentally retarded. 

Su Lang named him "Xiaosen" and threw it to "Xiaohai" and "Xiaoyan". 

Anyway, there are too many lice and it doesn't itch. Xiaohai Xiaoyan is called Su Lang as "Ma Ma Ma 

Ma," and it doesn't matter if one more Xiao Sen is added. 

Immediately after. 



Su Lang spent a little more time refining the "Mountain in the Sky" and the "Gold in the Sky" and named 

them "Hills" and "Little Gold" respectively. 

Now, the five minor mentally retarded are all alive... 

They faced Su Lang's face, lined up in a row in the order of birth, and flew around in front of Su Lang, 

constantly shouting "Ma Ma Ma Ma". 

Su Lang originally thought that he had seen it through, and he looked away. 

But seeing this scene, he still rolled his eyes weakly. 

Soon. 

Su Lang recruited four clones and asked them to take Xiaoyan, Xiaomori, Xiaoshan, and Xiaojin to the 

southeast, northwest and northwest. 

There are exactly five quasi-imperial soldiers in the sky series. 

The center is guarded by the sea of sky, and the other four guard the southeast and northwest 

respectively. They are each other's horns, keeping the borders of Su Lang tight. 

Although the South is equivalent to the Grand Canyon of Death, there is no threat. 

But if he didn't guard him, Su Lang would feel that his back was empty and always uncomfortable. 

Maybe he has become a little cautious and steady... 

Chapter 855: Arrange the Five Elements Imperial Formation 

It took a few minutes for Su Lang to arrange Xiaoyan's four quasi-imperial soldiers. 

The clone took the quasi-imperial soldiers and dispatched it, throwing it out, and letting it expand the 

protective range on its own. 

Not long after, the entire southern part of Canglan Continent was brought into Su Lang's hands. 

Including the Protoss farther southwest of the Fengling tribe, the Grand Canyon of the South, the shore 

of the East China Sea, and the uninhabited glacier area in the west. 

In these four directions, there are actually many forces that Su Lang has not contacted. 

For example, to the west of the Yaochi Saint Clan, there are three rare Saint Clan, each commanding 

some Protoss. 

They are poor and backward, and they are not well informed. 

However, those three holy races have martial sages anyway, and it is also known that Yaochi and the 

only immortal race in the south have been included in the rule of "Langdi". 

Therefore, they knew that they could not resist Su Lang, and had expressed their surrender heart long 

ago. 

It's just that Su Lang has been very busy and has not met them. 
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At this time, the five quasi-emperor soldiers of the Sky Series completely enveloped the south, and they 

were all included in Su Lang's rule. 

Of course, Su Lang did this series of things without telling others. 

And the barriers deployed by the five quasi-imperial soldiers in the sky series have also become 

transparent, and almost no one has noticed the abnormality. 

Even if someone finds out, there are only a few, and they are all confused and don't know what 

happened. 

Su Lang still has a sense of accomplishment for the completion of the five quasi-imperial soldiers of the 

Sky Series. 

"However, the South is a bit barren after all." 

"Warrior civilization lags behind the central part a lot, and is far behind the north." 

"Although I won't stay in this small pond in the south for long, I still have to clean it up." 

"First, the five-element imperial formation is arranged for the quasi-imperial soldiers in the sky, and 

then the super spirit gathering formation!" 

"There is also a way to become a **** for Li Xianyang to think about. I don't know how he did it." 

"But before that, you have to synthesize the earned materials again." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang took out a lot of materials and began to synthesize. 

I have to say that the open city of Baiyue Emperor City is really too prosperous, and the materials are 

too rich. 

In less than a day, Su Lang had already earned countless materials. 

In addition to the previous surplus, the formation of the five sky quasi-imperial soldiers is completely 

sufficient. 

Soon, Su Lang walked out of the White Jade Immortal Palace with the synthesized materials and came to 

the top of the sea of sky. 

"To set up the emperor rank formation, let's start from the sea of sky." 

Su Lang was suspended high in the sky, and his mental power unfolded, covering the body of the sky and 

sea. 

Immediately after. 

"Success in one thought!" 

A light flashed in Su Lang's eyes. 

The next moment, in the storage space, a large amount of Emperor Grade materials disappeared in 

pieces! 



One formation appeared out of thin air, like a chain linking one after another, and like a giant net 

spreading around the sky from the sea of sky. 

Not long. 

The place where the blue light of the sea of sky is, is full of formations! 

But this is only a part of it, it is just an imperial formation with water attributes. 

Su Lang immediately set off to the north, and set up an earth-attribute united imperial formation for the 

Sky Mountain. 

Immediately, it was the fire-attribute imperial array of the flame of the sky, the metallic imperial array of 

the sky gold, and the wood-attribute imperial array of the sky forest. 

If this huge project is done by another emperor-level mage, its construction period will be calculated in 

units of at least a hundred years! 

But Su Lang only took tens of minutes to finish all the arrangements. 

I have to say, "One thought forms a formation" is really horrible! 

It takes no time to arrange the formation, and all the time is used by Su Lang on the road. 

At this time, the formation was completed, and the entire sky south of Canglan Continent was replaced 

by Su Lang's formation. 

If Emperor Wulian Wu saw such a huge combined formation, his eyes would fall out of shock. 

When the other Emperor Wu met, he would be so shocked that he couldn't speak. 

Because it is really huge. 

The imperial formations of other imperial clans also enveloped the city of Emperor Wu. 

Its scope is equivalent to hundreds of Yaochi holy cities at most. 

But Su Lang's formation has enveloped the entire land, more than thousands of Jade Lake holy cities? 

Chapter 856: Five Elements Heaven 

This is a real change of heaven! ! 

And this piece of sky formed by the five quasi-imperial soldiers and a set of unprecedented super united 

imperial formations possesses unparalleled defensive power. 

Emperor Wu below rank four must never break through! 

Even the Fourth Rank Wudi who stepped into the middle level of Wudi could hardly break this sky! 

Like Red Lotus Emperor Wu, even if he mastered the terrifying fire avenue, he couldn't break this united 

imperial formation. 

"This powerful sky barrier is called the Five Elements Heaven!" 
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"According to the words of Emperor Wulian, Emperor Wudi Yaojin and Emperor Tianyin are at most 

four-turned Emperor Wudi." 

"With the Five Elements Heaven, Emperor Wudi Yaojin and Emperor Tianyin are no longer a threat to 

my lair." 

"The warriors in my five elements days have also been able to concentrate on training and grow 

stronger." 

Seeing the "Five Elements Heaven" created by his own hands covering the entire south under his feet, 

Su Lang couldn't help but smile. 

"Next." 

"It's the arrangement of the spirit gathering formation." 

Su Lang moved his gaze away from the five elements sky, and cast it to the higher sky. 

There is a dazzling array of stars there, shining incomparably, billions of times more than the Milky Way 

in the blue star sky. 

"The reason why it is called Heaven and Earth Reiki is because there are two main sources of Reiki." 

"First, it is the earth, which comes from the land of the Canglan Continent, and the land south of the 

Canglan Continent is relatively barren, so the aura is relatively thin." 

"Secondly, it is the sky. From the sun, the moon and the stars in the sky, all places in the Canglan 

Continent are treated the same, there are all the same." 

"My land in the South is itself defective!" 

"Even if you build a spirit gathering array on the ground, it is like a fairy palace spirit river, gathering the 

aura in one place. Although it is not killing chickens and eggs, it is equivalent to cutting the meat from 

your thighs to eat. In the long run, there will be no harm. ." 

"Therefore, if you want Baili to be harmless, you can only replenish the earth with the sky, take in the 

energy from the sky, and replenish the southern land." 

Su Lang is well acquainted with the basic laws of heaven and earth related to energy such as the ‘rules of 

light’, the ‘radiation rules’, and the ‘rules of qi’. He naturally knows what the spiritual energy in the sky 

is, how to guide it, and how to condense it for his own use. 

He quickly developed a formation method that could cover the surface of the Five Elements Sky, 

continuously absorbing the energy of the sun, moon, and stars in the sky, and then transform it into 

pure aura of the sky, pour it into the Five Elements Sky, for the martial artists to practice! 

"Hahahaha." 

"This formation is somewhat similar to the solar panels of the previous life." 

"Unexpectedly, in this world, I actually embarked on the new energy path in a ghostly manner? The 

world is really amazing!" 



Su Lang smiled, and then began to arrange the formation. 

This kind of energy-concentrating formation, he called the "Shentian Spirit Formation", is a fairy-level 

formation. 

The energy in the sky is difficult to absorb, so even the formation must be at the immortal level before it 

can be absorbed. 

It is not less difficult to lay out the ‘Shentian Spirit Array’ than the ‘Five Elements Heaven’. 

Because the Five Elements Heaven is formed with the imperial rank formation as the core, the immortal 

rank formation and the holy rank auxiliary formation. 

As for the Shetian Spirit Formation, all of them are immortal-level formations, covering the same area as 

the Five Elements Heaven. 

In other words. 

Su Lang wants to set up a whole sky of Heaven-Sensing Spirit Formation! 

Fortunately, he already knew that he was going to face this difficulty, so he designed the Shetian Spirit 

Array to be very large. 

An immortal-level Shentian Spirit Array can cover the area of about a hundred Jade Lake Holy City, 

which is already comparable to some small emperor-level arrays. 

Su Lang only needs to arrange hundreds of thousands of immortal formations to complete this terrifying 

project. 

"Hundreds of thousands of immortal formations..." 

"Fortunately, when I designed the Celestial Spirit Formation, I also considered the material issue. The 

materials used in each formation are relatively small." 

"However, the materials to be consumed are also terrifying. I am afraid that a lot of materials from the 

Super Humanoid Weapon Project will be used." 

Su Lang licked his lips, and finally decided to arrange the Heaven-Shooting Spirit Array first and move the 

super humanoid weapon plan back. 

Anyway, the super humanoid weapon still lacks so many parts, so I am not in a hurry... 

After making up your mind. 

Su Lang began to arrange the Heaven-Shooting Spirit Array. 

Chapter 857: The southern land cheered 

Just like arranging the Five Elements Heaven, it only takes tens of minutes to arrange all the Heaven-

Shooting Spirit Formations. 

Both the Five Elements Heaven and the Shetian Spirit Array are transparent, in the eyes of ordinary 

warriors, it seems that they don't exist. 
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They can clearly see the sun, moon and stars in the sky, and even floating clouds through the formation 

barriers. 

People have become accustomed to these as usual. 

but. 

Suddenly, many people discovered that the sun, moon, and stars in the sky seemed to be dimmed a lot! 

The unknowing martial sages, quasi immortals, and even the martial immortals under Su Lang's 

command changed drastically! 

"How is this going?" 

"The sky has changed, is it because the Jingtian Continent has come over!" 

"Impossible. If the Jingtian Continent starts a war, it is impossible for us Wudi on the Canglan Continent 

to not know." 

"Yes, our Canglan Continent is not without spies in the Jingtian Continent. There are some changes in 

the Jingtian Continent, and it is absolutely impossible to hide from the Emperor Wu." 

"Then...what the **** is going on!?" 

"Go, fly up and have a look!" 

"..." 

Suddenly, a strong man rose from the ground and flew into the sky. 

Among them, in addition to Zhu Xian and Wu Sheng, Zhu Xian, Hong Xiu, Xingtai and other Wu Xian are 

on the list. 

Their speed was very fast, and a few breaths turned into tiny black spots in the sky. 

But just when everyone wanted to continue flying upwards, they bumped their heads on a barrier of 

formation! 

"This is the formation barrier!" 

"God, what kind of formation is this? I ran into it and it didn't move at all!" 

"Who has set up the formation, why is it set up in our sky!" 

"These formations are too horrible. Whether Emperor Wudi can arrange them, Lord Langdi should have 

arranged them!" 

"It turns out that Lord Langdi arranged it! I don't know why this formation is arranged in the sky!" 

"This formation is indestructible. Is it used for defense? No, it's too high unless it can connect to the 

ground, but how high it is." 

"This formation has been extended beyond the scope of my mental detection. I don't know how wide it 

is. This must be a super giant formation!" 



"Don't speculate about the emperor's intentions, I will know if I wait to ask Xianyang, Huangfu and other 

adults." 

"..." 

After everyone guessed, they got the correct answer. 

But they still didn't know what Su Lang meant for this formation. 

In the persuasion of some people, everyone flew to the ground. 

But did not wait for them to land. 

Su Lang's voice came. 

"The deity Su Lang!" 

"The deity refines the five elements of quasi-imperial soldiers in the sky, and arranges the four-turn 

imperial formations to guard the southeast, northwest, and middle earth, covering all areas in the south. 

"Since this time, all parts of the south have been guarded by the imperial formations and quasi-

imperialist soldiers, so there is no need to worry about foreign invasion." 

"In addition to this, the deity refines the Celestial Spirit Formation, ingests the aura of the sky, the sun, 

the moon, and the stars, and pours it back into the southern land to increase the concentration of the 

aura. You can cultivate as a good student to meet the battle of the mainland." 

Su Lang's voice spread across the entire southern land through the Five Elements Imperial Array. 

Countless people know the great achievements of Langdi. 

Countless warriors of different races are all cheering. 

"Langdi!" 

"From then on, Emperor Wu will guard me too!" 

"Langdi, it is said that he ruled more than a dozen powerful saints, as well as a great immortal clan, also 

kneeling at his feet. I am now a warrior under Langdi's command." 

"I heard that the Langdi was very generous. What exchange houses have been established in various 

places? It is said that low-level materials can be exchanged for high-level materials. 

I've always wanted to see it, but there are hostile races all around, and I can't leave the population at all. 

Now everyone is attached to Lord Langdi, they are their own people, and the race dispute will stop! " 

"Lord Langdi is really great. With one person, he can stop the world's disputes and bring the Baiqian race 

into one. He is the first true emperor of our southern continent!" 

"Langdi dominates the south, and he has refined five quasi-imperial soldiers, established the imperial 

formation, and ingested the spiritual energy of the sky for us to practice. It is really convincing!" 



"I even feel that the aura around me has become stronger. It is indeed the imperial formation 

established by Lord Langdi! Langdi is really the benefactor of our billions of warriors!" 

"It's not just our martial artist, the aura becomes stronger, and all creatures are good. Emperor Lang, 

this is the common people!" 

"Isn't it? From now on, I will bow down to Dongfang and pray for Langdi!" 

Chapter 858: Complete homecoming 

The warriors talked a lot and were extremely excited. 

Because the bottom warriors are the most, they don't know much about the imperial soldiers and 

imperial formations. They only know how powerful they are, but don't know how powerful they are. 

Therefore, they are more concerned about the changes that have occurred or are about to occur around 

them. 

For example, the war with neighboring races will stop because of the great unification, for example, the 

aura around them will become stronger, for example, there is a chance to go to the legendary exchange 

house. 

Relative to the bottom warriors. 

The high-level warriors were stunned! 

People like Li Xianyang, Huangfuqin, Yaochi Yanfa, as well as Xingtai Wuxian, Zhuxian, Hongxiu and other 

Wuxian, were all shocked to speak. 

They never expected that their lord had refined the five quasi-emperor soldiers without saying a word, 

and also arranged the imperial formation. While guarding the south, they also ingested the spiritual 

energy of the sky and poured it back into the earth. 

Quasi-imperial soldiers! 

There were four more in one go! 

The super large imperial formation! 

Enclose the entire south directly, and even a small village in the 旮沓 has been guarded! 

There is also a formation method for ingesting the aura of the sky, which also covers the entire southern 

land. 

Oh my God, how long will it take to complete such a magnificent project! 

Lord Langdi spent countless treasures and precious time while they were happily cultivating, silently and 

painstakingly doing so much for the creatures on the southern land! 

This... how great this is! 

Many warriors, such as Huangfuqin and others, instantly reddened their eyes and knelt down facing the 

White Jade Fairy Palace. 
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Zhu Xian, Hong Xiu and other warriors who were compelled by the situation and lured by their interests 

to worship Su Lang's subordinates were also moved with tears in their eyes. 

It turned out that he was such a Langdi! 

While mysterious and powerful, so generous, so kind, so selfless... 

The warriors who worshipped Su Lang's subordinates such as the Tuantianlou and Wuquexian clan, they 

surrendered their souls, and they were indeed able to do things faithfully, but there were more or less 

knots in their hearts. 

But at this time, it was all frozen. 

Everyone, completely home! 

"Everyone's emotions seem to be different." 

"Having that cult and fanatical soul has more enthusiasm, haha, good thing." 

Su Lang, who had returned to the White Jade Immortal Palace, immediately sensed the changes in the 

hearts and minds of everyone, and couldn't help but smile. 

Su Lang accepted the fanatical worship of everyone with peace of mind. 

It is indeed easy for him to refine the quasi-imperial soldiers and arrange the formations without any 

hard work, but his intentions are not fake. 

Su Lang also sincerely hoped that the southern land, where he stopped, would become better and 

better. 

And his plan to change the southern land is not over yet. 

"Li Xianyang!" 

With a smile on his face, Su Lang summoned Li Xianyang. 

"The next servant worships the Lord!" 

As soon as Li Xianyang appeared, he knelt down without saying anything. 

At this time, he was almost in a state of insane fanaticism! 

"Woke up." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "What happened to the god-like method I asked you to ponder?" 

"Damn the servant, I only thought of a little bit for the time being." 

Li Xianyang refused to get up, with his head on the ground, ashamed and dying. 

"Just have a clue." 

"Go down and keep thinking about it." 



Su Lang smiled and said, "By the way, let Huangfu Qin return to Lan Xing and bring back some Wu 

Shengs who have broken through but are temporarily unable to make progress." 

These martial sages will be arranged in the four sky quasi-imperial soldiers, or guard some cities. 

In addition, these martial sages can also make the small races in the remote areas more clearly and 

more truly experience the rule of Su Lang. 

The name of Langdi will become more popular! 

After Li Xianyang left, Su Lang was going to find Chu Xiaobei to see how she, Ruxue and Xianxian would 

react when they saw themselves. 

Besides, there is one more thing to do to Chu Xiaobei! 

Chapter 859: Return to the realm of the sun 

but. 

As soon as Su Lang stood up, he was stunned. 

A system reminder came to his mind. 

It turned out that the spiritual power realm dropped due to the burning of the soul can already be 

restored to the level of the sun. 

"Tsk tusk, my cultivation speed is fast!" 

"If you change someone else, you will not have to practice hard for tens of millions of years before you 

can recover!" 

Su Lang thought happily, and immediately issued instructions, breaking through the spiritual realm. 

In an instant. 

Su Lang's spiritual power state was restored to the sun. 

In the sea of consciousness, dense golden silk ribbons hang in the void, and the sun shines like the sun 

over the entire spiritual world. 

However, it is still a bit worse than before. 

After all, Su Lang's previous spiritual realm had reached the peak of Xiri, and he had just restored the 

realm of Xiri at this time. 

"I will burn souls once again when my spiritual energy cultivation base is accumulated to the peak." 

Su Lang thought silently, he experienced a soul burning, and besides the painful death to life, he also felt 

great benefits. 

His current state of spiritual power is equivalent to the level of the first day of the sun, but he can 

already catch up with the time he has not burned his soul. 
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It is conceivable that when the cultivation level becomes a little higher, he will definitely be able to 

surpass his previous self. 

Moreover, the growth of the soul's origin is still not obvious, and the effect has not been prominent. 

After burning the soul a few more times, I must be able to see a significant special effect. 

Burning souls and burning souls are quite a sign of Nirvana rebirth, and they are getting stronger and 

stronger! 

"I expected it." 

Su Lang smiled, then his body moved, spreading his mental power, and found Chu Xiaobei's third 

daughter. 

They were sitting around the table three times, teasing the five spirits on the table. 

Those weapon spirits are like crystal buns, each with Su Lang's face, jumping around on the table, who is 

not the weapon spirit of the five quasi-emperor soldiers? 

Su Lang was not surprised as to why the four quasi-emperor weapon spirits that had been thrown to the 

southeast, northeast and northwest were here. 

Because he knew that the quasi-imperial soldiers must have used the super-major formation of 

Wuxingtian as their communication channel. 

"A passage?" 

"It gave me some inspiration." 

"In the previous life, the Emperor Shi's book had the same text, the cars had the same track, and the 

unified weights and measures. 

"I ruled the southern land of the Canglan Continent, and it is time to strengthen the communication, 

unify the writing language and even various weights and measures." 

Su Lang touched his chin and smiled slightly. 

At this time, the southern land had just unified, containing hundreds of different races. 

Because the land is too wide to imagine, even a small **** race has a sphere of influence comparable to 

a continent on the Blue Star. 

Every small race is so big, and the big race is even wider. 

The place is too big, everyone has their own center, and is full of hostility to the surroundings. Even if it 

is not hostile, they basically stay away from each other. 

Therefore, the various races are very indifferent to cross-racial communication. 

This is why Su Lang finally found a ragged super teleportation formation in the Fengling Clan. 



The transportation is inconvenient, and the cultures of different ethnic groups are becoming more and 

more independent. Except for the common language in the martial arts, other aspects are almost 

different. 

Except for a few of these races, they share a common language, and most of them use their own 

language and customs. 

The huge gap between language and customs has created a strong obstacle to the exchange of 

civilizations of all ethnic groups. 

The history of Canglan Continent is more than thousands of years. 

But in such a long time, the progress of martial arts civilization has been very weak. This is the result of 

each other behind closed doors. 

"The transportation construction in the southern land is very simple." 

"As long as the ready-made Five Elements Sky is used, a perfect transportation network can be set up." 

"Through this transportation network, people can travel from the extreme west to the extreme east in 

an instant!" 

"As a result, all geographical barriers will disappear, and hundreds of races will be in close contact." 

"And this is also the basis for me to unify the language, weights and measures, and even customs!" 

"If I unify the language, so that all races in the southern land can communicate, civilizations can merge 

and progress." 

"Although this is not a benefit that can be seen in the short term, when the benefits become prominent, 

I don't know how far I have reached..." 

"But this move, driven by time, will surely bring earth-shaking changes to the southern land." 

"Perhaps, in the distant future, the center of Canglan Continent will no longer be the north, but the 

south, which is regarded as barren." 

"And I will be like the first emperor on the blue star, whose name will be engraved in everyone's heart 

forever." 

Su Lang thought about it, as if seeing the scene where the southern land was completely integrated 

from the outside to the inside, his smile couldn't help but become brighter. 

With this clue, we will face a problem. 

Chapter 860: Ancient books two thousand years ago 

"So, which language should I use?" 

"Wuquexian Clan? Autumn Water? Yaochi? Biyu? Tianyun?" 

"No, no, no, I am the leader of the human race, and I should carry forward the civilization of my human 

race!" 
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"To be precise, it is my great Chinese civilization!" 

"Those beautiful words, beautiful poems, and beautiful music will spread all over the southern land." 

"I am afraid that this task will be difficult to complete by myself. As I dominate the South, I should let the 

race that belong to me appear in the eyes of everyone." 

"I don't know what kind of sparks the Blue Star culture will collide with the culture of these hundreds of 

races." 

There was a strong expectation in Su Lang's heart. 

However, he was still going to see Chu Xiaobei and the others first, and moved back the idea that he had 

thought up temporarily. 

"Xiao Bei, like snow, slender!" 

With a thought, Su Lang directly used the space rules to come to the three women not far away. 

Looking at the girls with their own characteristics sitting around the table, Su Lang's mouth twitched 

slightly, revealing a touch of evil charm. 

I don’t see you for a day, like three autumns, I really miss it! 

"Ah! Great pervert power!" 

"Brother Su Lang, you are here!" 

"Brother Su Lang, come sit down!" 

When Chu Xiaobei, Ruxue and Xianxian saw Su Lang, they were immediately surprised, and an 

expression of excitement appeared on their small faces. 

Su Lang was very happy about this. 

Come to think of it, the three of them must also know that they have refined the quasi-imperial soldiers 

and arranged the grand deeds of the Five Elements Heaven. 

They must adore me more so that they are so excited, hehe. 

But the next moment. 

"Come here." 

"Little Sulang, please greet Ma Ma!" 

Chu Xiaobei stood up and shouted at the five crystal buns with an excited expression on his face. 

Ruxue and Xianxian also smile with inexplicable excitement. 

"Ok?" 

"What the hell? Xiao Su Lang!?" 



Hearing this, Su Lang couldn't help but trembled, "What the hell, what have these three women taught 

Qi Ling?" 

Just when Su Lang was stunned. 

The crystal buns, headed by Xiao Hai, lined up neatly on the table, facing Su Lang's face, shouting in 

unison: "Ma Ma Ruyi, Ma Ma Jixiang, Erchen..." 

"cross--!" 

"This is so poisonous!" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes and almost spurted out a mouthful of old blood! 

This is so special, what's going on, how can there be the style of court drama! ? 

I'm so generous! 

"Hahahaha!" 

"It seems that Brother Su Lang has indeed read the ancient books of Blue Star's ancient times." 

Seeing Su Lang, the three daughters of Chu Xiaobei couldn't help but roll their eyes and laughed happily. 

"What are you guys?" 

Su Lang covered his forehead with a speechless face, "Frankly explain, what on earth did you see and 

what messy things did you teach the spirits?" 

"An ancient book from Blue Star two thousand years ago!" 

"Last time I bought it with Ruxue Xianxian when we were shopping at Blue Star. It's so thick." 

"Moreover, the book is still an isolated copy, it is about to decay, we hurriedly carved it into the jade 

slip." 

While talking, Chu Xiaobei took out a jade slip and handed it to Su Lang. 

"Blue Star's ancient book two thousand years ago, isn't it the age before my rebirth? That kind of court 

style...could it be..." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he turned over the jade slip with mental strength, and he 

suddenly stagnated. 

Sure enough... it really is a female frequency Gongdou online novel from a previous life! 

Su Lang felt that his whole body was not well. 

"How? Does it look good?" 

Chu Xiaobei smiled, "I heard Huangfuqin say that there are a lot of dug up on the Blue Star, and we are 

going to buy it soon." 

"looks great......" 



Su Lang couldn't bear to sweep the three women's happiness, and the corners of his mouth twitched 

and said, "However, you still have to focus on cultivation, you know." 

"Know it!" 

"Anyway, this book is not long, and you can finish reading it with a sweep of mental strength." 

Chu Xiaobei looked disapproving, "This kind of interesting book is also a kind of mediation in the boring 

life of cultivation." 

"exactly!" 

"Sister Xiaobei is right!" 

Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian immediately agreed. 

I cross, these two good girls have been following Chu Xiaobei for a long time, and they have begun to 

hide! ? 

 


